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Synopsis

The steps involved in a MAD experiment are described, as well as recent experiences in
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Abstract

The multi-wavelength anomalous diffraction, or MAD, method of determining protein

structure is becoming routine in protein crystallography. An increase in the number of

tuneable synchrotrons beamlines coupled with the widespread availability position-sensitive

X-ray detectors based on charged-coupled devices and having fast readout raised MAD

structure determination to a new

possible. Recognition of the

improvement of methods for

and exciting level. Ultra-fast MAD data collection is now

value of selenium for phasing protein structures and

incorporating selenium into proteins in the form of

selenomethionine have attracted greater interest in the MAD method. Recent developments

in crystallographic software are complimenting the above advances, paving the way for rapid

protein structure determination. An overview of a typical MAD experiment is described

here, with emphasis on the rates and quality of data acquisition now achievable at beamlines

developed at third-generation synchrotrons sources.
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1. Abbreviations

APS, Advanced Photon Source (USA); CHESS, Cornell High Energy Synchrotrons Source

(USA); ESRF, European Synchrotrons Radiation Facility (France); NSLS, National

Synchrotrons Light Source (USA); SBC, Structural Biology Center (of APS); SSRL, Stanford

Synchrotrons Radiation

Met, selenomethionine.

Laboratory (USA); SRS, Synchrotrons Radiation Source (UK); Se-

2. Introduction

In the past two decades multi-wavelength anomalous diffraction has grown from slow

beginnings to a stage where it rivals MIR as the method of choice for solving protein crystal

structures (Hendrickson & Ogata, 1997). Although the method relies on a small signal, it has

a number of advantages over the MIR method in that all data usually can be measured from a

single crystal and accurate phase information is obtainable. A number of excellent reviews

on the MAD technique that cover all aspects of the method in greater detail have been

reported elsewhere (Hendrickson, 199 1; Hendrickson and Ogata, 1997; Smith, 1991).

The majority of the problems that restricted the growth of MAD in the past have now been

solved (Ogata, 1998). Two of the most important advances for the success of the method

have been, the now-routine method of crystal freezing at liquid nitrogen temperatures (Brag,

1994; Garman & Schneider, 1997; Rodgers, 1997) and the rise in the availability of

synchrotrons beamlines designed to meet the stringent experimental criteria laid down by the

method, such as accurate and reproducible wavelength tunability and stability (Evans &

Pettifer, 1996) and accurate measurement of diffraction intensities using electronic detectors.

The improved freezing method is important because crystal lifetime is significantly increased

. .



and creates the possibility of collecting from a single crystal several high-quality data sets “

which is typically required for MAD. Resulting isomorphism of the data is a critical factor

when utilising weak, anomalous signals. Furthermore, because the anomalous scattering

signal is usually very weak, use of only one crystal to complete a MAD experiment minimise

sources of other systematic errors that remain after scaling and which can be detrimental to

the success of the experiment. The appearance

X12C at the NSLS, CHESS F2, SSRL 1-5, SRS

of dedicated beamlines, (such as, X4A and

9.5, and BM14 ESRF) and in particular the

use of third-generation undulator sources (e.g. APS and, in the near future, ESRF) has

resulted in a large increase in the number of MAD experiments being successfully performed

(Hendrickson and Ogata, 1997; Ogata, 1998). Moreover, undulator bqamlines provide X-

rays of high brilliance, wide energy range, good stability, and high-energy resolution,

prerequisites for a successful MAD experiment.

These facts, in concert with fast readout electronic detectors, have reduced the time required

to complete a MAD experiment from days to hours. In this paper we outline the steps

required to collect MAD data and highlight some of the recent results obtained with the

current technology.



3. Background

3.7 Overview

Generally in protein crystallographic X-ray diffraction experiments it is assumed that the

interaction of X-rays with electrons give rise to elastic scattering of the incident radiation.

However, when the energy of the incident X-rays is close to that of an electronic transition in

a bound atomic orbital, resonance occurs which results in what is referred to as anomalous

scattering. Therefore the total scattering factor is usually written

f= fo+f+tf’

where f is the total scattering, fo is the normal or Thomson scattering, and f, and tf’ are the

real and imaginary components of the anomalous scattering. The magnitude of the

anomalous scattering is essentially independent of scattering angle, but can depend on the

energy of the incident radiation. The intensity of the normal scattering on the other hand,

falls off with increasing scattering angle.

Absorption of an X-ray photon provides the energy for an electronic transition that introduces
,

a phase shift in the diffracted X-rays, which gives rise to anomalous scattering. The

characteristic energy for a specific transition is referred to as an absorption edge. The

absorption edges are named with respect to the atomic orbital from which they originate.

Thus, electronic transitions that originate from 1s orbitals are referred to as K edges, from 2p

orbitals as L edges, and from 3d orbitals as M edges. The absorption edges can be determined

accurately by recording fluorescence spectra of the element. For the atoms C, N, 0, and s,



the magnitude of the anomalous signal is negligible and can usually be ignored, although “”

anomalous scattering from sulphur has been successfully used to obtain phase information in

a number of cases (Hendrickson & Teeter, 1981; Dauter, 1998). Anomalous scattering effects

are more easily detectable for atoms with larger atomic numbers (>25). The net effect of

anomalous scattering is intensity changes in the diffracted X-rays that give rise to the

breakdown of Friedel’s law. These intensity changes can be used in a somewhat similar way

as in the MIR method to obtain phase information.

Dedicated protein crystallography beamlines at synchrotrons facilities provide a tuneable

source of X-rays in approximately the 6-25 keV (2.0 -0.5 ~) energy range. This energy

range allows us to tune the incident X-ray wavelength the absorption edges of many elements

that provide a measurable source of anomalous scattering. These elements are often found

naturally occurring in proteins (Ca, Mn, Fe, Co, Cu, Zn, Mo) or can be incorporated into

protein structures (Se, Br, Kr, lanthanites, Hg, and many other heavy atoms). For a

comprehensive list of accessible absorption edges see Table 1 of the review by Hendrickson

and Ogata. The choice of heavy atom used for a MAD experiment depends on the problem

being pursued. For example, in the case of a metalloprotein , no heavy atom derivative may

be necessary (Gusset al., 1988; Hendrickson et al., 1988; Than et al., 1997). Traditionally it

was generally preferred to have a smaller number of anomalous scatterers with a large signal

rather than a large number of weak anomalous scatterers. Therefore, the use of heavier atoms

such as the lanthanides was preferred and was proven to be advantageous for structure

determination (Helliwell, 1992). However, the success of the selenomethione MAD approach

(Doubli6, 1997; Hendrickson et al., 1990), where methionine is substituted for Se-Met and

selenium is used as a source of anomalous scattering, has made this element by far the most

popular for use in the MAD technique in recent years (Ogata, 1998). Methionine occurs
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naturally in proteins at the 2% level. It has been shown that protein structures containing “

methionine and Se-Met are isomorphous and, more importantly, that bacteria and eukaryotic

cells can grow on media containing selenomethionine. Therefore proteins in which all

methionines are 100% substituted with selenomethionine

large scale.

can be routinely produced on a

4. Experimental Procedures

The strategy and design of the MAD experiment depends on several factors (e.g.

anomalously scattering element and number of atoms, crystal properties, and experimental

setup), which are discussed in the paragraphs below.

4.1 Determination of wavelengths

It is essential in a MAD

incorporated or existing

experiment to maximise the anomalous scattering signal from an

heavy element. Thus, wavelengths must be carefully selected to

maximise the f’ component of the anomalous scattering and as much as possible produce

large differences in the f’ component; in other words to maximise Af. In order to do this,

data typically need to be collected at three to four different X-ray wavelengths, but only two

wavelengths are required to unambiguously assign the phase. The quality of the final

electron density maps for data ranging from two-to-five wavelength combinations. Data

collection strategies have been assessed in more detail elsewhere (Evans & Wilson, 1999;

Peterson et al., 1996).
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Although both f and f’ values can be calculated theoretically for isolated atoms in a vacuum, -

these magnitudes do not necessarily represent their true values at the absorption edge of the

heavy atom in question when bound to other atomic species, Both the form and the position

of the absorption edge is influenced by the chemical environment of the heavy atom in the

protein. Thus, it is imperative to determine the values of the scattering factors experimentally

by measuring an X-ray absorption spectrum from the protein crystal containing the

anomalous scattering element. From these data, the precise wavelength/energy of the

absorption edge can be determined. A typical absorption spectrum measured from a Se-Met-

substituted protein crystal is shown in Fig. 1(a).

The f“ component is directly proportional to the X-ray absorption spectrum and the f’

component can be calculated from the f’ values using the Kramers-Kronig transformation

(Hoyt et al., 1984). The program CHOOCH (http://lagrange.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/) provides a

fast and convenient way to extract all of the essential information from the X-ray absorption

spectrum,( i.e., f and f“ values, wavelength of the absorption edge peak, and inflection point;

see Fig. lb).

Collecting diffraction data at the peak of the absorption edge maximises the f’ component of

the anomalous scattering (Fig. 1). Recording data at the absorption peak, often referred as a

“white line,” produces pairs of reflections with largest differences of f’ component (+/-) that

can be detected in MAD experiment. If these differences are very small or no signal is

detected the experiment should be re-examined. A large contrast in f values can be achieved

by measuring data at the inflection point of the absorption edge, rninimising the f’ component,

and at a wavelength remote from the absorption edge. Usually this so-called remote

wavelength data set is collected above the absorption edge (i.e., at lower wavelengtldhigher

energy), where use can still be made of the albeit-smaller f“ value (when compared to the
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absorption edge). In the past, time permitting,

a remote data set below the absorption edge

overdeterminating the phasing parameters.

. .
it was normal to collect additional data such as

(higher wavelength/lower energy), for use in

This philosophy can be extended to include

additional data sets at other wavelengths that correspond to local features (secondary peaks)

of the absorption spectrum of the element, although more recent experiments suggest it is

more useful to collect highly redundant data at a minimum of two or three wavelengths as

required for a MAD experiment (Evans and Wilson, 1999; Dauter, 1998).

Two problems have been encountered that can interfere with obtaining a useful X-ray

absorption spectrum and affect the anomaIous scattering signal: oxidation of Se-Met (Smith

& Thompson, 1998), and anisotropy in the Se K absorption edge (Hendrickson et al., 1989).

The latter is more likely when there is only a small number of SeMet residues because it is a

result of the C-Se-C planes of the SeMet residues being aligned approximately parallel to

each other. Anisotropy in the Se K edge can be quite striking, resulting in the loss or

weakening of the typically well defined absorption peak of the Se K edge and inducing a shift

in the energy of the absorption edge which, is dependent on the crystal’s orientation. These

effects can be compounded by the absorption effects in the crystal because selenium

concentrations in protein crystals can exceed 100 mM. Oxidation of selenium can produce

similarly poor spectra; this has been studied in more detail by Smith and Thompson. Finally,

the exact position of the absorption peak may differ slightly because of errors in energy

calibration and energy resolution. Therefore it is crucial to always record the absorption

spectrum prior the MAD experiment.
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4.2 Data collection strategies

Because inmanycases the anomalous scattering signal is weak, usually 2-5% of the total

scattering, special care must be taken to collect “the best” MAD data. To reduce systematic

errors in data collection from absorption, crystal decay, and detector nonuniformity of

response to X-ray photons all of which may interfere with the precise measurement of the

Bijvoet and dispersive differences, two main data collection protocols have been devised.

The first involves aligning the crystal such that Friedel pairs are measured on the same

diffraction image. (please make two sentences) This is aided by use of a mini-K goniostat at

the Structural Biology Center’s (SBC) 191D undulator beamline at the Advanced Photo

Source (APS) (Rosenbaum, 1998). The goniostat allows a substantial range of positions for

the mounted crystal while guarding against potential the loss of data on the detector caused

when the diffracted X-rays are obstructed by the goniostat frame. A disadvantage of aligning

a crystal is that data completeness will be affected by the blind region (Dauter, 1997). If it is

not possible to align a crystal along a symmetry axis, another alternative is to use the inverse

beam method. This involves recording Friedel mates on two separate images, usually by

collecting a small wedge of data then rotating the crystal 180degrees around the spindle axis

of the goniostat and collecting the same wedge of data. Care is needed to ensure exact

centering of the crystal and full illumination of the total diffracting volume of the crystal by

the incident X-ray beam. For single anomalous diffraction (SAD) data collected on a home

source the latter technique is indispensable for achieving successful results. Cryofreezing of

protein crystals in most cases allows all data to be collected from a single crystal, again

reducing systematic errors in data collection. If the crystal is radiation sensitive, it may be

necessary to collect wedges of data (e.g., 10°) successively at each wavelength so that all data



required to determine the phase of a reflection are measured over a short period of time and “

from the same crystal.

Other considerations include collecting strong data to reduce statistical errors without

compromising low-resolution data with excess numbers of overloaded reflections. However,

it is important to point out that MAD experiments with randomly oriented crystals and a

single path at each wavelength have produced good results at the SBC 19fi beamline (Li et

al. , 1998; Barycki et al., 1999; Zhang et al., 1999).

5. Recent experiences

Until recently, the most difficult tasks related to performing a MAD experiment were finding

a synchrotrons beamline that met the demands of the experiment and then obtaining sufficient

user time to actually complete the data collection. Dramatic reduction of the time required to

carry out a MAD experiment solves a number of problems that can be incurred through beam

instability and beam dumps. Also, all data are collected in close proximity and under

essentially the same conditions. Competition for beam time is high, thus time is a critical

parameter in any data collection at a synchrotrons, more so for MAD experiments. Due to the

multiple data sets required in the MAD method, a successful experiment has typically been

taking 1-2 days to complete, even at third-generation synchrotrons

1996). Drastic reductions in the time needed to collect complete

sources (Smith et al.,

MAD data have been

observed at the SBC 191D undulator beamline at the APS and at other facilities with similar

configurations, such as BM 14 at ESRF, a bending-magnet beamline dedicated to MAD



experiments (ES RF, 1998). These results have gone far beyond the recent expectations in the
. .

field. A brief description of two experiments at the SBC undulator bean-dine 191D highlight

what we can expect to see in the near future at third-generation synchrotrons sources

(Helliwell, 1998).
.

5.1 Two examples of Se-Met MAD data collection experiments

The SBC 191D undulator beamline at the APS at Argonne National Laboratory provides a

stable source of high-brilliance X-rays with high-energy resolution and rapid, reproducible

tuning well suited for performing a complex MAD experiment. The beamline is equipped

with a large, area mosaic 3x3 CCD detector for rapid readout delete ‘time’ (Westbrook &

Naday, 1997). Using this type of configuration complete MAD data sets are being collected

routinely in less than one hour (Walsh et al., 1999; Li

et al. 1999).

The first MAD experiment performed at this

et al., 1998; Barycki et al, 1999; Zhang

beamIine with the above configuration

was carried out on an approximately 16-kDa-molecular- weight protein (peptide-binding

domain of thermophilic chaperoning) that crystallise in the orthorhombic space group C222,

and has unit cell dimensions a = 62.7 ~, b = 64.7 ~, c = 74.2 ~ . The protein has three

methionines in its amino acid sequence, excluding the N-terminus, which is processed; thus,

substitution of these methionines with Se-Met provided a measurable and reliable source of

anomalous scattering. The., expected anomalous signal was 5?40. The crystals diffract delete

‘x-ray’ strongly to better than 1.7 ~ and are relatively stable to X-ray damage, and thus were



an ideal test for assessing the capability of the beamline for collecting MAD data. A -‘

conventional four-wavelength MAD experiment was performed with data collected to 2.25 ~

resolution at the absorption edge peak, the absorption edge inflection point, and two remote

energies, one on each side of the absorption edge. The crystal was oriented such that Bijvoet

pairs were recorded approximately simultaneously on the same image. Data sets were

collected in a single pass with a 2 degrees oscillation and 3-second exposure per frame. A

total of 120 degrees of data were collected for each independent wavelength. The total data

collection time for the experiment was 23 minutes. Taking into account the time required to

mount and orient the crystal and obtain an X-ray fluorescence spectrum, the complete

experiment took 45 minutes to perform (Walsh et al., 1999). Independent analyses of these

data with the program suites CCP4 and CNS proceeded smoothly and produced electron

density maps that were fully interpretable and of high quality.

A second, far more challenging experiment was carried out later at the beamline using

the same general philosophy as the first successful MAD experiment, which is summarised

above. In this case, the protein under study crystallises as a homodecamer in the triclinic

space group P 1 (Walsh et al., 1999). Crystals diffract X-rays to 1.65 ~ using the synchrotrons

source. The molecular weight of the monomer subunit is 17 kDa, giving a total of 170 kDa

in the asymmetric unit with a total of 40 selenomethionine residues for use in phasing. In

addition”, the Se-Met substitution was only 83~0. Again a four-wavelength MAD experiment

was performed with a total of 360 degrees of data collected using an inverse beam approach.

Two 180-degree passes at each wavelength were recorded by using a l-degree oscillation and

a 3-second exposure per frame. The resolution of the MAD data collected was 2.4 ~. In this,

case the total time required to collect the X-ray data was 127 minutes. The total time required

to carry out the experiment was just 2.5 hours resulting in data of high quality,



Determination of the substructure of the anomalous scattering centers was facilitated with

new software recently available for locating high numbers of heavy atoms both in the CCP4

suite (program RANTAN) (Collaborative Computational Project, Number 4, 1994) and in a

new automatic heavy atom search program in the CNS suite (Bri.inger et al., 1998). After the

MAD experiment was completed, an additional high-resolution ( 1.65 ~) data set was

collected from a new sector of the same crystal at 12 keV (1.0332 ~ ). Solvent flattening and

phase extension against these high-resolution data produced experimental maps of excellent

quality,( see Fig 2). These phases were then input into the program, wARP 5.0, which

contains an auto-tracing module (Perrakis et al., 1999). The program successfully traced the

polypeptide chains of all 10 subunits and modelled over 70% of the 1,156 amino acid side

chains; these results were achieved

combination of rapid data acquisition

employing noncrystallographic

and analysis followed by the use

averaging. Thus, a

of automated model

building significantly reduced the time required to obtain a reliable three-dimensional model

of the protein. The wARP 5.0 program has now been shown to produce useful results with

data extending to resolutions as low as 2.3 ~ and is sure to become an important tool for

buiIding initial protein models (Perrakis et aL, 1999).

In both of the MAD experiments described enough selenium atoms were adequately

well ordered to contribute to phasing and to make structure determination possible. The

temperature factors for selenium atoms in Se-Met can very extensively; therefore it may be

beneficial in MAD experiments that use Se-Met to have

scattering atoms in the unit cell than previously assumed.

a larger number of the anomalously



6. Conclusions

The MAD method is now benefiting from the improved facilities available at synchrotrons

sites around the world and number of other improvements in macromolecular crystallography

that enable both rapid and accurate measurements of diffraction data. The wider availability

of bearnlines providing

high-energy resolution,

these results possible.

The collection of ultra

X-rays of high flux, stable, energy with fast reproducible tuning and

coupled with rapid-readout, Iarge-area CCD detectors, have made

fast high-quality X-ray diffraction data, whether it be for a MAD

experiment or a single-wavelength experiment at the SBC beandine at the APS and other

beamlines with similar facilities around the world (Helliwell, 1998; Hendrickson & Ogata,

1997), is contributing to the substantial reductions in the time required to solve the three-

dimensional structure of a macromolecule.

The collection of high quality diffraction data with dramatically reduced data collection times

is now complimenting the latest developments in crystallographic software suites for”analysis

of diffraction data and provides a realistic platform for accelerated protein structure

determination.
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Figure Legends

Fig. 1 (a) An X-ray absorption spectrum obtained from a Se-Met-substituted protein. The

spectrum was measured at the SBC undulator beamline 191D at the APS. (b) Anomalous

scattering curves derived using the program CHOOCH from the data obtained in (a).

Fig. 2 A section of the electron density map of the

phasing information at 2.4 ~ resolution (a) and

170-kDa protein based solely on MAD

after density modification and phase

extension to 1.65 ~ with the program DM (b) (Collaborative Computational Project, Number

4, 1994).
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